
VITRUVIUS BOOK 6 

PRIVATE 

PREFACE 

1. When Aristippus,* the Socratic philosopher, had 
been washed up on the shore of Rhodes after a ship
wreck, and noticed that geometric diagrams had been 
drawn there, he is said to have exclaimed to his com-

. rades: "Let us hope for the best; I see human footprints!" 
and forthwith he headed for the city of Rhodes. He 
came straight upon the gymnasium, and after discussing 
philosophy there was rewarded with gifts sufficient not 
only to outfit himself, but also to allow him to provide 
clothing and the other necessities of life to those who 
were with him. When later his companions wanted to 
return home, they asked him what messages he would 
like to have relayed back. This, then, is what he ordered 
them to report: that children should be furnished with 
the sort of possessions and travel money that can even 
survive a shipwreck in one piece. 

2. For the real safeguards of life are those that nei 
ther the cruel storm of fortune nor political change nor 
the ravages of war can harm. Taking the same argument 
further, Theophrastus* put it this way, when he urged 
that people be well educated rather than relying on 
money: an educated person is the only one who is never 
a stranger in a foreign land, nor at a loss for friends even 
when bereft of household and intimates. Rather, he is a 
citizen in every country, and may look down without 
fear on the difficult turns of fortune. He, however, who 
thinks that he is fortified by the defenses of good for
tune rather than learning will find himself a wanderer 
on shifting pathways, beleaguered by a life that is never 
stable, but always wavering. 

3. Indeed, Epicurus says much the same thing: that 

fortune grants very little to wise men, but what she does 
grant are those gifts that are greatest and most neces
sary, namely to be governed by the contrivances of 
mind and imagination . Many other philosophers have 
said exactly the same things. 

Likewise, the poets who wrote those old comedies in 
Greek declared these same opinions in verse onstage: 
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Eucrates, Chionides, and Aristophanes, for example, and 
with them, especially, Alexis,* who said that the Atheni
ans should be complimented for this reason: the laws of 
all the Greeks compel parents to be cared for by their 
children, but the Athenians say that not all parents pos
sess this right, but only those who have educated their 
children in an art. For all the gifts granted by fortune are 
just as easily taken away by her, whereas knowledge, 
coupled with intelligence, never fails; it stands steadfast 
to the very end of life. 

4. And therefore I thank my parents immeasurably 
and bear them great and infinite gratitude because in 
accordance with the spirit of the Athenian law they had 
me trained in an art, an art, moreover, that cannot be 
mastered without education in letters and comprehen
sive learning in every field* When, therefore, I had a 
stock of knowledge increased both by the solicitude of 
my parents and the erudition of my teachers , and 
enjoyed myself by reading both literary and technical 
writing,* I stored up all these assets in my mind, and 
this is the greatest reward of all: that there is no need to 
have more, for true wealth is to want nothing. 

But perhaps some, thinking that these possessions are 
inconsequential , will think that wise people are those 
who are well supplied with money. And so, many peo
ple, striving to that end, apply bold methods and along 
with wealth , they have achieved celebrity too. 5. But I, 
Caesar, never devoted my efforts to making money by 
my art, but rather thought that I should pursue modest 
means and a good reputation - not wealth and infamy. 
Thus up to this point little fame has followed upon my 
work, yet I hope that once these volumes are published I 
will be known to future generations. 

Nor is it any wonder that I am so unknown to most 
people. Other architects make the rounds* and ask 
openly to work as architects, but my teachers passed on 
the tradition that one was asked to take on a responsibil
ity, rather than asking for it oneself. An honest person 
will blush from the shame of seeking something ques
tionable, and it is those who grant a favor, not those who 
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receive it, who are courted. For what are we to think 
about someone who is asked to make an expenditure 
from his patrimony for the gratification of a petitioner, 
other than that it is all to be done for the sake of the 
other man's profit and gain? 6. Our ancestors, therefore, 
would pass their projects to architects who, first of all, 
came from proven good family,* inquiring next whether 
they had been properly brought up, judging it best to 
entrust work to native modesty rather than aggressive 
audacity. As for the craftsmen themselves, they never 
trained anyone but their children and relatives, and edu
cated them as good men on whom the financial responsi 
bility of such massive undertakings might be conferred 
without misgiving. 

But when I see that the importance of such a great 
profession is arrogated by the ignorant and inexperi 
enced, and by those who not only lack knowledge of 
architecture, but even of construction technique, I can
not but praise the heads of households who, trusting in 
their own reading, build for themselves in the belief 
that, if they must entrust a commission to amateurs, 
they themselves are more worthy of the expenditure, 
which will be according to their own wishes rather than 
those of others. 7. No one tries to undertake any other 
craft at home, like shoemaking, fulling, or those that are 
easier - no craft but architecture, for the reason that 
those who profess it are called architects not on 
account of real skill , but falsely. This is why I thought 
that I should record the body of architecture and its 
governing principles as thoroughly as I can, thinking 
that this will be no unwelcome gift for all the nations. 

Therefore, because in the fifth book I wrote about 
the proper construction of public buildings, in this vol 
ume I shall explain the calculations for private build
ings ,* and the dimensions of their symmetries. 

CHAPTER 1: LATITUDES AND PEOPLES 

1. These [symmetries] will be properly set out if first 
one takes into account in which regions and which lati 
tudes* of the world they are established (Figure 90). It 
seems necessary to develop the types of building in one 
way in Egypt, another way in Hispania, still differently 
in Pontus, otherwise in Rome, and so on, according to 
the distinctive properties of other lands and regions. For 
in one part of the world the earth is overwhelmed by 
the course of the sun; in another it stands far distant 
from it, in still another part it is held at a middling dis -

tance. Therefore, just as the firmament has been estab
lished along the earth with the signbearing circle* and 
the course of the sun placed naturally at an incline and 
with dissimilar qualities,* so, too, the placement of build
ings ought to be directed by the properties of the regions 
and the varied nature of the heavens. 

2. Under the northern sky bUildings should be 
entirely roofed over and be as enclosed as possible, ori
ented toward the warmer regions but not open to them. 
By contrast, under the onslaught of the sun in southern 
regions, because they are assailed by heat, buildings 
should be made more open and should face north and 
northeast. Thus, whatever Nature exaggerates will have 
to be restored by art. In the remaining regions the 
placement of buildings should be adjusted in the same 
way, according to the way the heavens are oriented 
because of the inclination of the cosmos. 

3. These things should also be perceived and consid
ered in Nature , and observed as well in the limbs and 
bodies of human populations. For the sun, in those 
places where it pours forth its heat in moderation, keeps 
bodies well balanced. Those that it inflames by coursing 
near them it robs of their complement of moisture by 
burning it away. In the cold regions, by contrast, 
because they are far distant from the south, the mois
ture is never drained away from their complexions l by 
heat. Instead, dewy air from the heavens, pouring more 
moisture into human bodies, gives them larger builds 
and a deeper sound to their voices. This is why the 
populations that have been nurtured in the north are 
formed with huge bodies, light color, straight red hair, 
blue eyes, and plentiful blood - because of the abun
dance of moisture and the chill of the heavens. 4. Those 
who are nearest the southern axis, subjected to the 
course of the sun, grow to maturity with shorter bodies, . 
dark coloring, curly hair, black eyes, weak2 legs, and 
meager blood because of the sun's assaults. Because of 

the meagerness of their blood they are more timid in 
resisting military attack, yet they fearlessly endure heats 
and fevers because their limbs have been nourished on 
heat. Bodies born in the north are made timid and help
less by fever, but because of their abundant blood they 
resist military attack without fear. 

5. The sound of the voice, too, has unequal and vari
ous qualities among the different types of populations, 
because the endpoints of east and west, around the 

1 Reading coloribus with Hi so also Granger and Dewar. 
2 Reading il1validis with Giocondo for the MSS validis. 
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equator of the earth, by which the upper and lower parts 
of the cosmos are divided, seem to have a circuit leveled 
in a natural manner; this the mathematicians call the 
horizon. Therefore, keeping this in mind as a certainty, if 
a line is cast from the margin in the northern region to 
the margin above the southern axis, and from it, a sec
ond, oblique line is cast upward to the top of the hinge 
beyond the stars to the north, we will note without hesi
tation that the firmament has the shape of a triangle, like 
that instrument which the Greeks call the sambyke (the 
angle harp) (Figure 90)* 6. And thus , what area there is 
next to the lowermost hinge, at the southern extremes 
along a line [drawn] from the axis, the nations that are 
underneath that place,3 because of the short distance to 
the firmament , make a sound with their voice that is 
weak and extremely sharp [= high], just like the string 
nearest the angle of a harp. The rest of the nations along 
this line, all the way to central Greece, produce sounds 
that become progressively heavier [= lower] along the 
scale. In the same way, rising in sequence from the cen
ter to the far north , under the highest points of the fir

mament, the voices of the nations there are emitted with 
pitches that are still heavier by nature. Thus, it seems, 
the whole plan of the cosmos, because of its inclination, 
has been composed as symphonically as possible by 
modulating the sun to produce harmony. 

7. Therefore, the nations that are situated in the mid
dle between the hinge of the southern axis and the 
northern , have a middling pitch to their voice in con
versation, just as if they were part of a musical diagram. 
Those nations that we find as we progress toward the 
north, because they have greater distances to the firma
ment, have moist tones of voice that resonate in the 
range of hypate meson, hypate hypaton, or proslambanomenos; 
they are compelled by Nature to produce a heavier 
[lower] sound. By the same principle, as we proceed 
from the center to the south, the populations there 
express the slender sound of their voices in the highest 
tones, the various notes of nete and paranete. 

8. That this is true, namely, that low notes come from 
Nature's wet places and more piercing notes from those 
that are boiling hot, can be observed by the follOWing 
experiment: take two cups, equally fired in the same 
kiln , of an equal weight and an identical tone when 
struck. One of these should be lowered into water, then 

3 An unusually convoluted sentence, meaning "the nations 
underneath the area next to the southernmost angle along a 
line from the axis. 

removed, and · then each is struck. When this is done, 
the sound will differ greatly between them and they can
not possibly be of the same weight. Likewise, human 
bodies formed to one type of shape and conceived at 
one conjunction of the cosmos* sometimes emit a pierc
ing tone at the touch of air because of the heat of that 
region , whereas other bodies, because of an abundance 
of moisture, pour forth the deepest of tones . 

9. Furthermore, because of the sparseness of their 
skies , the southern nations , having minds sharp with 
heat, move more quickly and effiCiently to the inven
tion of ideas. The northern populations, infused with 
the thickness of the air and chilled by moisture , have 
sluggish minds because of this air's resistance . That this 
is so can be observed in the case of snakes, which, once 
they have had the chill of moisture drunk dry by heat, 
move with great celerity, but when they are cooled by 
the change of the heavens in autumn and winter, they 
become immobilized in their stupor. Therefore it is no 
wonder that human minds are made more acute by hot 
air, whereas chill air makes them slower. 

10. Still, although the southern nations may have 
acute minds and the infinite cleverness of invention, as 
soon as they are called on to make a show of strength 
they give way, because the vigor of their minds has 
been sucked away by the sun. Those, on the other 
hand, who are born in chilly regions are more prepared 
to meet the force of arms fearlessly, with great courage; 
but rushing in without thinking because of the sluggish
ness of their minds, and lacking cleverness, they thwart 
their own tactics. 

Thus these things have been so positioned in the 
cosmos by Nature, and all nations have been made dif
ferent from one another by their unequal composition. 
Within the area of the entire earthly globe and all the 
regions at the center of the cosmos, the Roman People 
has its territories . 11. The populations of Italy partake 
in equal measure* of the qualities of both north and 
south, both with regard to their physiques and to the 
vigor of their minds , to produce the greatest strength. 
Just as the planet Jupiter is tempered by running its 
course between seething Mars and chilly Saturn, so, for 
the same reason , Italy, in between north and south, par
taking of each in her composition , has balanced and 
invincible qualities . With her prudent counsel she 
smites the barbarians' strength; her strong hand does 
the same to the southerners' scheming. Thus the divine 
intelligence established the state of the Roman People 
as an outstanding and balanced region - so that it could 
take command over the earthly orb. 
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12. Now if it is the case that various regions have 
been created of various kinds according to the inclina

tion of the heavens, and that the natures of the various 
peoples are created with unequal minds and frames and 
qualities of body, then neither should we hesitate to 
allot the principles of building among the nations and 
peoples according to their characteristics - for we have 
a clever and timely example in Nature herself. 

To the extent that I could, I have presented for con
sideration the properties of places as they are set out by 
Nature according to the supreme principles, and I have 
also said that it is proper to determine the qualities of 
buildings according to the course of the sun and the 
inclination of the heavens to fit the physical characteris
tics of the population. Now I shall briefly explain the 
dimensions of the symmetries in buildings, according to 
their type, both in general terms and individually. 

CHAPTER 2: THE IMPORTANCE OF 

PROPORTION AND OPTICS 

1. Nothing should be of greater concern to the 
architect than that, in the proportions of each individ
ual element, buildings have an exact correspondence 
among their sets of principles. Thus, once the principle 
of the symmetries has been established and the dimen
sions have been developed by reasoning, then it is the 
special skill of a gifted architect to provide for the 
nature of the site, or the bUilding's appearance, or its 
function , and make adjustments by subtractions or addi
tions, should something need to be subtracted from or 
added to the proportional system, so that it will seem to 
have been designed correctly with nothing wanting in 
its appearance. 

2. It seems that there should be one kind of appear
ance for a building that is close by, another for one that is 
far off, yet another for an enclosed place, and another in 
the open; in these instances it is the business of sound 
judgment to decide what must be done. For it is clear 
that sight does not always produce true effects; indeed, 
the mind is quite frequently deceived by visual judg
ments. For example, in stage sets, one sees the projection 
of columns, the protrusion of mutules, and the fully 
rounded figures of statues, when these surfaces are 
beyond doubt flattened with a straightedge. Likewise, in 
ships, when the oars are straight underwater, they look 
broken to the eye: the parts that extend as far as the 
water's surface look straight (as indeed they are), but 

once they are submerged underwater, they give off fluid 
images from their bodies; these, swimming through the 
shiny rarefaction of water's nature toward the upper sur
face of the water, and stirred up in that place, seem to 
create the appearance of broken oars to the eyes. 3. Thus 
either from the impact of images on our vision or by 
action of rays shed forth from our eyes, as the physicists 
would have it, for either reason it seems to be the case 
that the glance of our eyes may make false judgments. 

4. Therefore, if things that are true appear false, and 
many things are taken to be other than they are by our 
eyes, I think there should be no doubt that it is proper to 
make additions and subtractions according to the natures 
and requirements of sites - but this should be done in 
such a way that nothing will be found wanting in the 
work. These adjustments must be made by sharp judg
ment on site, not only on the basis of standard method. 
5. First of all , then, a system of symmetries must be estab
lished on the basis of which any change can be incor
porated without hesitation. Then the lowermost extent 
of the length and width of the rooms of the future 
work will be laid out, and when its size has been consti 
tuted, then the implementation of proportion to obtain 
correctness will follow, so that its appearance will be 
shapely beyond question to those who behold it. I must, 
of course, declare by what methods this can be achieved, 
but first I shall tell about interiors and how they should 
be made. 

CHAPTER 3: INTERIORS (CAVAEDIA) 

(FIGURE 91) 

1. Interiors are distinguished into five types; these 
forms are called Tuscan, Corinthian, tetrastyle, displu
viate, and covered (testudinate = "turtle -shelled"). Tus
can interiors are those in which the transverse beams of 
the atrium have hanging joists [between them] and gut
ters running inward from the corners of the walls to the 
intersections of the beams, with rafters sloping down
ward into a central compluvium to collect rainfall. In 
Corinthian [interiors] the beams and compluvia are 
placed in the same way, but the beams that project 
inward from the walls are arranged around a ring of 
columns. Tetrastyle interiors, with columns under their 
corner beams, offer both the greatest utility and the 
greatest soundness, as they are neither forced to sustain 
great stresses nor are they weighed down with joists . 
2. Displuviate interiors are those in which outward-
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sloping rafters, bearing the frame of the roof, throw off 
rainwater. These are most serViceable in winter quarters, 
because their upright compluvia do not interfere with 
lighting the dining rooms. But when it comes to 
upkeep, they are a great nuisance, because the walls 
contain pipes all round to collect rainwater, and these 
pipes are slow to take up the water as it flows down the 
gutters; thus they overflow and fill with standing water, 
which corrupts the plaster and the walls in these types 
of building. Covered interiors are made where there are 
no great stresses on the building; they provide ample 
living space on the floor above. 

3. The lengths and widths of atria (Figure 92) are 
formed according to three types. The first type is 
designed as follows : when the length is divided into five 
parts, three are assigned to the width. For the second 

. type, when the length is divided into three parts, two 
are assigned to the width. For the third type, make a 
square whose sides are equal to the width, draw a diago
nal line, and whatever the distance of that diagonal , this 
is the length of the atrium. 4. To the underside of the 

beams, their height should be equal to the length minus 
one-fourth; within the remaining fourth the coffers and 
their frames above the beams should be apportioned. 

The width of the alae (wings)* on right and left, if 
the length of the atrium is from thirty to forty feet, 
should be set at one-third this measure. From forty to 
fifty feet, the length should be divided into three and 
one-half parts, and of these one part should go to the 
wings. If, on the other hand, the length will be from 
fifty feet to sixty, a fourth part of the length should be 
assigned to the alae. From sixty to eighty feet the 
length should be divided into four and one-half parts, 
and of these one part will be the width of the wings. 
From eighty to one hundred feet the length divided 
into five parts will establish the proper width for the 
wings. Their lintel beams should be placed at a height 
equal to their width. 

5. As for the tablinum, when the breadth of the 
atrium is twenty feet, take one-third of this sum away 
and the rest should go to the tablinum. If the atrium is 
from thirty to forty feet , half its width should be 
assigned to the tablinum. When it is from forty to sixty 
feet, its width should be divided into five, and of these, 
two go to the tablinum. For smaller atria cannot have 
the same principles of symmetry that larger ones do. If 
we use the proportions of larger atria in the design of 
smaller ones, the tablinum and the alae will be too small 
to be functional. If, on the other hand, we use the pro
portional systems of smaller atria to design the larger 

ones, the dependent rooms will seem vacant and over
sized. Therefore I thought that the principles for the 
dimensions of atria should be recorded precisely in the 
interests of function and appearance. 6. The height of 
the tablinum to the beam should equal the width with 
an eighth part added on . Its coffering should be ele
vated to one-third of the width added on to the height 
of the beam itself. The entryways for smaller atria 
should be determined by the width of the tablinum, 
minus one-third; those for larger atria should be one
half. Place the imagines (ancestral portraits), with their 
ornaments, at a height corresponding to the width of 
the wings. 

As for the widths of the entryways in proportion to 
their height, complete them just as the proportional 
systems for doorways have been explained in the fourth 
book: if they shall be DoriC, as for Doric doors; if Ionic, 
as described for Ionic. The opening of the compluvium 
should be left at no less than one-fourth and no more 
than one-third the width of the atrium; its length 
should be worked out in proportion with the length of 
the atrium. 

7. Peristyle courtyards (Figure 93 ),* lying crosswise 
to the atrium, should be one-third longer than they are 
deep; the columns should be as tall as the porticoes of 
the peristyle are wide. The intercolumniations of peri
styles should be no less than three, no more than four 
column diameters . But if the columns of the peristyle 
are to be made in the Doric manner, use the modules 
just as I have described them in the fourth book for 
Doric temples and place the columns according to 
those modules and the proportions of the triglyphs. 

8. For triclinia, whatever the width is to be, the 
length should be twice that. The heights of all oblong 
enclosed rooms should have this kind of ratio: add 
together the length and width, and take one-half of this 
sum; this number is assigned to the height. If there are 
to be exedrae or square oeci , the heights should be 
extended to one and one-half times the width. Picture 
galleries, like exedrae, should be set up with generous 
proportions. Corinthian oeci, tetrastyle oeci, and those 
called Egyptian, should employ the same principles of 
length and width as recorded for triclinia, but because 
of the inclusion of columns they should be made more 
spacious. 

9. This is the difference between Corinthian and 
Egyptian oeci . Corinthian oeci have single columns 
placed either on a podium or on the ground, and above 
they should have epistyles and cornices either of fine 
woodwork or of stucco . In addition, over the cornices 
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they have curved coffering bent along the arc of a cir
cle. In Egyptian oeci there are epistyles above the 
columns, and from the epistyles to the surrounding 
walls joists should be installed, and flooring over the 
joists, so that there may be an open corridor all round. 
Then, above the epistyle, in line with the lower row of 
columns, a second row of columns should be placed, 
smaller by one-fourth than the first. The area above the 
epistyles and ornaments of this second row should be 
decorated with a coffered ceiling, and windows should 
be set in between the upper columns; the likeness will 
seem to be more that of a basilica than of a Corinthian 
dining room. 

to. There are also those oeci which the Greeks call 
Cyzicene, although they are not an Italian custom. 
These are located to face the north and especially to 
face on gardens, and they have folding doors in the 
middle. These are so long and wide that two triclinia 
might be placed within them, facing each other, and 
still leave room to walk around them. To the left and 
right they have windows with folding shutters, so that 
from the dining couches there is a view from the win
dows onto the garden . Their heights are one and one
half times their width. 

11. In these types of bUildings all the features of their 
proportional systems should be carried out that can be 
completed without impediment by the site, and the 
windows, if they are not darkened by the height of the 
walls, will be easily laid out. If, on the other hand, they 
are blocked by crowding or other restrictions, this is 
when subtractions and additions are made to the pro
portional system with the help of inventiveness and 
judgment, in order that charms not unlike those of true 
symmetry will be achieved. 

CHAPTER 4: ORIENTATION OF ROOMS 

1. Now we shall explain where types of buildings 
with particular characteristics should face as befits their 
use and the regions of the sky. Winter dining rooms 
and baths should face the setting winter sun, both 
because they should make use of the evening light and 
also because the setting sun, shining full on and yield
ing up heat, makes this region warmer at evening time . 
Cubicula* and libraries should face east, for the morn
ing light makes them serviceable, and furthermore, the 
books in libraries will not rot. For in libraries that face 
south and west, the books are spoiled by worms and 

moisture, as the oncoming moist winds give rise to such 
things and nurture them, while as they pour forth their 
moist breath they corrupt the scrolls by discoloring 
them [with mold]. 

2. Spring dining rooms and autumn dining rooms 
should face east. Extended in this direction, with their 
windows facing the force of the sun, this, as it proceeds 
westward, moderates their temperature in the season 
when one is accustomed to use them. Summer dining 
rooms should face north because that region of the 
heavens does not, like the rest, become boiling hot in 
the heat of the solstice. Instead, because it is turned 
away from the course of the sun, it is always cool and 
when in use, a dining room so oriented affords good 
health and pleasure. The same orientation is appropri
ate for picture galleries and the workshops of brocaders, 
embroiderers, and painters, so that the colors in their 
work, thanks to the consistency of the light, will not 
change their quality. 

CHAPTER 5 : CORRECTNESS 

(DECOR) 

1. Once these things have been set out with regard 
to the regions of the heavens, then it is time to note 
also by what principles the personal areas of private 
bUildings should be constructed for the head of the 
family and how public areas should be constructed with 
outsiders in mind as well. Personal areas are those into 
which there is no possibility of entrance except by invi
tation, like cubicula, triclinia, baths, and the other 
rooms that have such functions . Public areas are those 
into which even uninvited members of the public may 
also come by right, that is, vestibules, cavaedia, peri
styles, and any rooms that may perform this sort of 
function . 

And so, for those of moderate income, magnificent 
vestibules , tablina, and atria are unnecessary, because 
they perform their duties by making the rounds visiting 
others, rather than having others make the rounds visit
ing them. 2. Those who deal in farm products have sta
bles and sheds in their entrance courts , and in their 
homes should have installed crypts , granaries, store
rooms and the other furnishings that have more to do 
with storing provisions than with maintaining an ele
gant correctness. Likewise, for moneylenders and tax 
collectors public rooms should be more commodious, 
better looking, and well secured, but for lawyers and 
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orators they should be more elegant, and spacious 
enough to accommodate meetings. For the most promi
nent citizens, those who should carry out their duties to 
the citizenry by holding honorific titles and magistra
cies, vestibules should be constructed that are lofty and 
lordly, the atria and peristyles at their most spacious, 
lush gardens and broad walkways refined as properly 
befits their dignity. In addition to these, there should be 
libraries, picture galleries, and basilicas, outfitted in a 
manner not dissimilar to the magnificence of public 
works, for in the homes of these people, often enough, 
both public deliberations and private judgments and 
arbitrations are carried out.* 3. Therefore, if bUildings 
are set out like this, by these principles and according 
to the individual types of persons, just as is written 
about correctness in Book 1, there will be nothing to 

. reproach in them, for they will have comfortable and 
faultless execution in every respect. Furthermore, these 
principles will not only serve for buildings in the city, 
but also for those in the countryside, except for the fact 
that in the city the atria are customarily next to the 
entrance, whereas in the countryside and in pseudo
urban buildings the peristyle comes first, then afterward 
the atria, and these have paved porticoes around them 
looking into palaestras and walkways. 

To the extent that I could record the principles 
for urban bUildings I have set them down comprehen
sively. Now I shall state how the layout of rural build
ings should be executed so that the buildings are conve
nient to use, and by what principles they should be 
designed. 

CHAPTER 6: RURAL BUILDINGS 

(FIGURE 95)* 

1. First of all, as regards a healthful site, just as was 
written in the first book about locating city walls, the 
area should be inspected and the villas located accord
ingly. Their size should be determined according to the 
amount of land available and the supply of crops. The 
courtyards and their size should be defined according to 
the number of cattle and however many yoke of oxen it 
will be necessary to keep in them. Within the courtyard, 
the kitchen should be laid out in the warmest possible 
place, the cattle stalls should adjoin them, with the 
mangers facing toward the hearth and the eastern region 
of the heavens, so that the cattle, by facing the light and 
fire, will not become shaggy. Likewise, farmers who are 

experienced4 in the lay of land and sky do not think that 
cattle should face any region of the heavens except the 
rising sun. 2. Now the widths of the cattle stalls should 
not be less than ten feet and not more than fifteen, and 
their length such that each yoke will occupy no less 
than seven feet apiece. The baths should also adjoin the 
kitchen, for by this means the facilities for heavy-duty 
washing will not be far off. The olive press should also 
be next to the kitchen, for in this way access to the 
olives will be convenient. It should also have a wine cel
lar connected to it whose windows face north. If it has 
windows in any other part, which the sun might warm, 
the wine in this chamber, stirred up by the heat, will be 
weak. 3. The oil room should be placed so that there is 
light from the south and the warm regions, for the oil 
should not be chilled, but rather kept fluid by the 
warmth of heat. The size of these rooms should be made 
in accordance with the amount of harvest collected and 
the number of storage jars and if these measure one 
culleus (91 liters), they should occupy a space of four feet 
each in diameter. The olive press itself, if it is not turned 
by a screw, but rather compressed by handspikes and a 
pressing lever, should measure no less than forty feet; in 
this way there will be enough room for the man at the 
press. Its width should be no less than sixteen feet, for in 
this way there will be plenty of free movement and 
space available to the workers when work is fully under
way. If the site calls for two presses, twenty-four feet 
should go to the width. 

4. Sheep and goat pens should be large enough that 
individual sheep may have no less than four and one
half feet of space, and not more than six. Granaries 
should be e1evated5 and laid out so that they face either 
north or northeast, and in this way the grain cannot 
heat quickly; instead, chilled by the breeze it is pre
served indefinitely. The other regions give rise to wee
vils and the other little creatures whose habit it is to 
ruin grain. The places in the villa that are especially 
warm should be designated for the horse stables, so 
long as they do not face the hearth. For when draft ani
mals are stabled next to fire, they become shaggy. 5. 

Likewise, mangers that are located outside the kitchen 
in the open air faCing east are certainly useful. For when 
cattle are brought into them in the morning, under a 
clear winter sky, they become more sleek because they 

4 inperiti GH i periti Philander. 
5 Granger has "with concrete floor," presumably following H 

sublinata; we follow G sublimata. 
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take their feed facing the sun. Storage barns for grain, 
haylofts , and spelt, as well as the bread oven, should be 
constructed outside the villa, so that it will be more 
protected from the dangers of fire . If the villa is going 
to be on the more refined side, it should be designed 
according to the symmetries that have been recorded 
earlier for urban buildings, so long as this does not 
interfere with its serviceability as a country house. 

NATURAL LIGHTING ( FIGURE 96 ) 

6. One should take care that all buildings are well 
lighted, but clearly this is easier to achieve in villas, 
because no neighbor's wall will stand in the way; in the 
city, on the other hand, the height of party walls or the 
narrowness of a site may, by posing obstacles, create 
areas of darkness . 

This is how you can make a test of the situation. 
Extend a line in the direction from which light is desired, 
beginning at the top of the wall that seems to stand in 
the way and toward the place where light is supposed to 
be admitted; if from this line, when one looks upward, an 
ample expanse of open sky is visible, then there will be 
light in that place without hindrance. 7. But if beams or 
lintels or joists stand in the way, then put an opening 
higher up and admit the light that way. In short, if there 
is a clear view of the sky from any part of the building, 
then space for windows should be reserved there; by this 
method, buildings will always be well lighted. To be sure, 
there is a great need for light in triclinia and other such 
chambers, but also in passageways, sloping corridors, and 
staircases, because people carrying various burdens often 
run into one another on stairs. 

I have described the layout of the buildings of our 
countrymen as best I could, so that they would not be 
incomprehensible to builders. Now I will also give a 
cursory account of how bUildings are laid out according 
to Greek customs, so that such buildings will not be 
unknown to the reader. 

CHAPTER 7 : GREEK HOUSES 

(FIGURE 97) 

1. The Greeks do not use atria, * and so they do not 
build them; coming in from the front doors, they make 
narrow corridors. On one side of these there are horse 
stables and on the other the doorman's quarters, and 

then immediately after this they install interior doors . 
The place between the two sets of doors is called 
thyroreion in Greek. Next comes the entrance into the 
peristylion. This peristyle has porticoes on three sides; on 
the side facing south it has two piers standing a consid
erable distance apart, across which beams are carried. 
Whatever the distance between these piers, that expanse 
minus one-third goes to the depth of the portico. This 
place is named prostas by some, and pastas by others. 2. 

Inside these places large oeci are put up, in which the 
lady of the house sits with her woolworkers. To the 
right and left of the prostas cubicula are located, of 
which one is called the thalamos and the other the amphi
thalamos. Around this, under the porticoes, everyday 
dining rooms and cubicula are set out; also the servants' 
quarters. This part of the building is called the women's 
quarters, the gynaeconitis . 3. To these are connected 
larger residential quarters with more ornate peristyles, 
in which there are four porticoes of equal height; alter
natively the portico facing south may be designed with 
more lofty columns. This peristyle with one taller por
tico is called Rhodian. These residential quarters have 
conspicuous vestibules and their own dignified door
ways; the porticoes of the peristyles are decorated with 
stucco and fresco and inlaid coffers. In the porticoes 
that face north there are Cyzicene dining rooms and 
picture galleries, in those that face east there are libraries, 
exedrae in the porticoes facing west; those facing south 
have square oeci; these are of such ample dimension 
that four sets of couches could easily be spread within 
them and still reserve generous space for the providing 
of service and entertainment. 4. In these oeci the men's 
banquets take place. For it was never part of their cus
tom for the ladies of their houses to join the men at 
dinner.6 

Now these residential quarters with peristyles are 
called andronitides, for within them men move about 
without contact with women . 

In addition, to the right and left small residential 
quarters are set up with their own entrances and conve
nient dining rooms* and bedrooms, so that upon arrival , 
guests are not shown into the peristyles but into these 
guest quarters . When the Greeks were more refined and 
more wealthy,* they outfitted dining rooms and bed
rooms with well-stocked pantries for their arriving 
guests, and on the first day would invite them to dinner; 

6 Scripsi, reading maribus for moribus. lOR. 
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subsequently they would send over chickens, eggs, veg
etables, fruit , and other rustic produce. For this reason 
painters who in their pictures imitated the things that 
were sent to guests called such paintings "hospitalities," 
xenia. Thus heads of households, although guests, did 
not seem to be away from home, for they had in these 
guest quarters a generous amount of privacy. 

5. Furthermore, between the two peristyles and the 
guest quarters there are corridors, called mesauloe, because 
they are placed "in the middle between two halls"; we 
call these corridors andrones. But this is a very amazing 
thing, because it is not an appropriate term either in 
Greek or in Latin. * For the Greeks apply the word 
andrones to the oeci where men's banquets usually take 
place because women do not enter there. Other terms, 
too, are similar in Greek and Latin, like xystus, prothyrum, 
telamones, and many other words of this kind. Xystos is a 
broad portico according to Greek terminology, where 
athletes train during the winter season. But we call out
door walkways "xysta," whereas the Greeks call them 
paradromides. So, too, prothyra in Greek applies to the 
vestibules before entrance doors, and what we call "pro
thyra" the Greeks call diathyra. 6. Likewise, if statues of 
male figures hold up mutules or cornices, we call them 
telamones - the reasons for this or why they are so called 
are not to be found in the history books - and the 
Greeks call them atlantes. For Atlas is portrayed in history 
as holding up the cosmos, because he was first to see to 
it that, because of his vigorous intellect and his clever
ness, the course of the sun and the moon and the princi
ple of the revolution of all the stars would be passed on 
to humankind; because he bestowed this favor, he is 
depicted by painters and sculptors as holding up the fir
mament, and his daughters, the Atlantids, whom we call 
the Vergiliae and the Greeks in tum call the Pleiades, 
have been consecrated among the stars in the firma
ment. 7. Now I did not bring up these examples in order 
to suggest that the habits of naming and language be 
changed; however, I did think that they should be 
explained so that they are not unknown to lovers of 
learning. 

I have explained the customs by which buildings are 
designed according to the Italian fashion and the tradi
tions of the Greeks, and as for their proportional sys
tems, I have recorded the proportions for individual 
types. Therefore, since I have written before about their 
beauty and correctness, now let us explain about sound 
construction, and how buildings can be designed to last 
until great age without flaws . 

CHAPTER 8: CONSTRUCTION : 

RELIEVING ARCHES, SUBSTRUCTURES, 

RETAINING WALLS 

1. Those buildings that have been laid out on ground 
level will be sound until old age without a doubt, so long 
as their foundations have been made as we described in 
previous books for city walls and theaters. But if, on the 
other hand, underground rooms or chambers* are going 
to be installed, then their foundations should be made 
thicker than the structures that will be in the upper parts 
of the building, and the walls, piers, and columns of the 
upper stories should be placed in line with those of the 
lower, centered so that they always correspond with 
solid masonry underneath. If the stresses of walls or 
columns were to be borne on unsupported spans, they 
could never attain lasting durability. 

2. In addition, if posts are installed between the lintel 
blocks in line with the piers or antae, then they will not 
develop flaws. For if stone lintels? or wooden beams are 
loaded with masonry, they will sag in the middle and 
eventually break the deteriorated structure apart. If, on 
the other hand, posts are installed and wedged in place, 
they will not allow the lintels to sag or to injure the 
masonry. 

3. LikeWise, make certain that arches relieve the 
weight of the walls onto their voussoirs,* and that they 
are centered over the opening. For if arches spring from 
voussoirs that begin beyond the wooden beam or the 
head of a stone lintel , in the first place the wood will 
not bend because its load has been relieved, and sec
ondly, if in time it begins to develop flaws, it can be 
replaced easily, and without piling up braces. 

4. Similarly, if bUildings are built up on piers, and 
their vaults are enclosed by voussoir arches with their 
joins pointing toward the center, then the outermost 
piers in these buildings should be made wider than the 
rest, so that they will have the strength to resist when 
the voussoir arches, compressed by the weight of the 
walls, push toward the center along their joins and 
force their imposts outward. Thus, if the comer piers 
are of a generous size, by containing the stresses of the 
voussoirs they will make the bUilding itself sound. 

5. Once it has been seen to that all these procedures 
have been carried out in construction, then it is no less 
imperative to ensure that all the masonry is absolutely 

7 Reading limina with GH. 
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on the perpendicular, with no lean in any part of it. The 
greatest concern should be for the substructures, because 
in them the earth fill tends to bring about a host of prob
lems. For the earth cannot always have the same weight 
as it does during the summer: in the winter season, it 
expands in weight and mass from the abundance of rain
water it absorbs, breaking apart sections of masonry or 
making them protrude. 6. In order to remedy this fault 
beforehand, do the following: first, the thickness of the 
masonry should be determined with respect to the 
amount of fill , and then on the facade buttresses or rein
forcements should be built in bond with the masonry 
itself, and these should be as far distant from one 
another as the height of the projected foundation , and 
their thickness should be identical to its thickness (Fig
ure 99) . They should jut out at the bottom in relation
ship to the projected thickness of the substructure, and 
then they are contracted stepwise until at the top they 
have a projection equal to the thickness of the wall 
structure. Furthermore, buttresses should also be con
structed on the inside facing the earth fill , in bond with 
the wall, in a sawtooth pattern so that each individual 
"tooth" projects as far from the wall as the projected 
height of the foundation; the teeth should have a thick
ness equal to that of the walls. 7. At the very corners, 
moreover, make a mark along each wall at a distance 
inward from the inner corner that is equal to the height 
of the foundation . Then construct an oblique wall con
necting these two points, and from the center of the 
oblique wall connect another oblique wall to the corner 
of the exterior wall. The "teeth" and the oblique walls 
will prevent the fill from pressing on the wall with its full 
force by restraining and dissipating the stresses. 

8. I have explained how a flawless project should be 
laid out and how those undertaking it may take precau
tions. (When it comes to replacing roof tiles or beams or 

rafters, there need not be the same degree of concern as 
with these former matters, because no matter how flawed 
these latter components may be, they are changed with 
ease. ) As for elements that are not thought to be solid, I 
have shown by what methods they may be made durable 
and how they may be installed. 9. Now the exact type of 
material that should be used is not under the architect's 
control, because all types of building material do not 
occur in all places, as has been explained in the previous 
volume. Besides, it is the owner's prerogative to build in 
brick or concrete or squared stone as he wills. Therefore, 
the test of all architectural works should be made on the 
basis of three things: that is, the excellence of the crafts
manship, the magnificence of the expense, and the qual
ity of the design* When a magnificently completed 
work is looked upon, the lavishness is praised; this is the 
owner's domain. When it is completed with superior 
craftsmanship, the standards of the artisan are what is 
approved. But when the work has a masterful beauty 
because of its symmetries and their harmony, then the 
glory goes to the architect. 10. These distinctions are 
rightly made, because with their help the architect may 
accept advice both from the craftsmen engaged in the 
work and from the owner. For all people, not just archi 
tects, know how to recognize what is good, and the dif
ference between the inexpert and themselves is this: the 
inexpert cannot recognize what the work will be until it 
is done, whereas the architect has both the finished and 
the unfinished project in mind, and before undertaking it 
has decided what it will be with regard to beauty and 
function and correctness. 

I have recorded the things that I thought were useful 
for private bUildings and how they should be executed. 
As for their final finishing, in the following volume I 
will show how they may be elegant and flawless into 
their old age. 
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